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In this paper we will set up the Hida theory of generalized Wiener functionals 
using Y*(LlV’), the space of tempered distributions on R“, and apply the theory 
to multiparameter stochastic integration. With the partial ordering on I&!“,: 
(sir .._, s&) < (t,, . . . . td) if si < ti, 1 c I’ < d, the Wiener process 
is a generalization of a Brownian motion and there is the Wiener-It0 decomposi- 
tion: L*(Y*(Rd)) = ~~=,Q K,, where K. is the space of n-tuple Wiener integrals. 
As in the one-dimensional case, there are the continuous inclusions 
(L2)’ cL2(Y*(Rd))C(L*)-, 
and (L*)- is considered the space of generalized Wiener functionals. We prove that 
the multidimensional Ito stochastic integral is a special case of an element of (L2)-. 
For d= 2 the Ito integral is not sullicient for representing elements of L*(Y*(W*)). 
We show that the other stochastic integral involved can also be realized in the Hida 
setting. For FEY*(R) we will define F(W(s, t), x) as an element of (L*)- and 
obtain a generalized Ito formula. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTK~DUCTION 
Using the Hida theory of generalized Brownian functionals, Kubo and 
Takenaka in [9], have shown that for a nonanticipating process rp such 
that Esf: Icp(t, w)l’dtc m, 
j” cp(t, w) Wt, 0) = j-” J:cp(t) dt, 
a a 
where the integral on the left is the Ito stochastic integral with respect to 
the Brownian motion B(t, 0). In [S] Kubo defined the composition 
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2 MYLAN REDFERN 
F(B(t)), t > 0, for the tempered distribution F and obtained an Ito formula 
for these generalized Brownian functionals: 
F(B(b)) - F(B(a)) = i‘” a,*F’(B(t)) dt + i s” F”(B(t)) dz. 
a a 
The purpose of this paper is to set up the Hida theory on 9’*(Rd) for 
d> 1 and exhibit an Ito formula for the generalized Wiener functional 
F(W‘c f)), fs, 0~~:~ where W is a two-dimensional parameter Wiener 
process and FEY*(R). Towards this end we will show that 
s C&Id 
44 0) dW(c 0) = j- al” Y(t) dt. 
Ca,bld 
Here the integral on the left is the d-dimensional Ito integral. In dimension 
two another stochastic integral, [j [n,b]z, [o,b,d cP(Z, Z’, 0) dW(z) dW(z’), 
defined by Wong and Zakai [ 131, is required for the Ito formula. This 
integral exists provided 
(1) cp is measurable with respect to the a-field generated by { W(u)); 
(a,a)<u<z v z’), and 
(2) Ej-[,,b,2~[o,b,2 kh Z’, W)?dzdz’-‘. 
We will show that 
[‘b.W2. ,.+‘d21 
q(z, z’, w) dW(z) dW(z’) 
= s s Cdl2 Cdl2 @a,*1 c(z, z’) cp(z, z’) dz dz’, 
where G = {z, z’ E [a, b12; z and z’ are unordered}. 
Finally we will prove the Ito formula: For 0 < a, < b, and 0 <a, < b,, 
F(W(b,,b,))-F(W(b,,u,))-(F(W(a,,b,))-F(W(u,,u,))) 
x a&,v$(*s,t) 1 A@, f), (u, 0)) F”( W((s, t) v (u, 0)) h df du do 1 
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+~$F”(W(b,,t))dt-~~b*Fyw(al,t))dz 
02 02 
F”’ W(u, t)) ds dt 1 du. 
Section 1 develops the parts of the multidimensional Hida theory which 
are pertinent to our work. We will define the space of generalized Wiener 
functionals (~5’)~ and the operators 8, and 8:. In Section 2 we will recall 
the definitions of the d-dimensional Ito stochastic integral and the 
Wong-Zakai integral. We show in Section 3 that both these integrals can 
be realized in the Hida setting. Section 4 includes the definition of F( W(t)) 
and the proof of the Ito formula. 
2. THE HIDA THEORY OF GENERALIZED WIENER FUNCTIONALS 
Let Y(BV’) be the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing smooth real 
valued functions on R’. The dual space Y*(Wd) of Y(P’) consists of 
the tempered distributions. Thus we have the continuous inclusions 
Y( Rd) c L2( Rd) c Y*( Rd). The cannonical bilinear form connecting Y and 
Y* will be denoted by (x, 0, x E Y* and 4 E Y. Also, 9’ is a countably 
Hilbert nuclear space [7], i.e., 9’ is topologized by a Family { 11 .IIP; 
p = 1,2, . ..) of H’lb 1 er ian norms with the following structure: Let YP be the t 
completion of Y with respect to the norm II . lip. Then 
9=n+ . . . y; c y; c y. = L,‘( Rd) c 9: c 9; c . . . 
P 
where the inclusions 9”, + 1 c Yp are Hilbert-Schmidt, 
C&f,*=P, 
P 
and the inclu- 
sions 9’“cYp and Yp,*cYO* are continuous. For the nth Hermite 
polynomial H,(x) = (- 1)” exp(x2) 0; exp( -x2), let h,(x) = (2%! &)-i/2 
H,,(x) exp( -x2/2). Then {h,,}:= O is a complete orthonormal system in 
L2(W and {kln2...nd);,n2 ,___, nd=Ov where k,n2..-nd(fly . . . . t,)=lTf==, kJt,h is 
a c.o.n.s. in L2( I@). Let us denote this basis by { 5, > ,“= o. For fE Y( lRd) and 
p an integer, Ilfll~=C,“=o (2n+ 1)2p (f, <,,)‘, the inner product on L2(Wd) 
being denoted by (., .). Note that 3 = {f~L~(ll?j): Ilfll, < a~}. Also, it is 
true that 9’; = .4”_,. 
The probability space (Y*(lFY’), W, p) determined by the characteristic 
functional C(r) =exp( - f ~~~~~2) is called the d-dimensional white noise 
space. Here, 11. II is the L2(Wd) norm. For <E 9, the random variable 
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(x, 5) on (.!Y*(@), 93, ,u) is normally distributed with mean 0 and 
variance /~cQ 2. Moreover, since 9’( R”) is dense in Lz( Rd), if SE Lz( KY’), 
( .,f) is Gaussian with mean 0 and variance lifll’. We thus have that 
( (x, 1, ): A is a Bore1 subset of KY’ with finite Lebesgue measure > is a 
normal random measure on (Y*(Rd), g’, 11). 
For a positive integer d, set R; = {a = (a,, . . . . ad) E Rd:ai3 0} and 
denote by R, the rectangle nf=, [0, ai[. For aE R”, and xeY*(Rd), 
W(a, x) = (x, l& is a Wiener process with d-dimensional time. For d = 1 
we have the Brownian motion B(t, x) = (x, 1 Co.,C ).
THEOREM 1. (Wiener-Zto decomposition). L’(Y*(k@)) has the direct 
orthogonal decomposition L2(9*( Rd)) = C,“= O 0 K,, where K,, = R and for 
n S- 1, K,, is the space of n-tuple Wiener integrals based on the normal 
random measure WA = (x, 1, > mentioned above; i.e., each cp in K,, has the 
f orm 
where f EL2((Rd)n): the L2((Rd)n) f uric ions which are symmetric in the Ui’s. t’ 
Moreover, (q, $)L~c9ecRdjj = n!(f, g)LZcCRdjnj, where + E K,, is the multiple 
Wiener integral of g. 
For the proof of this theorem see Ito [6]. It is also shown there that if 
{qi}fC i is an orthonormal set in L2(Rd) and p1 + . . . + pk = n, then 
Xylk(Up,+ ... +pk--l )...tlrdu,) dWu,) .--dWu,) 
where Hpi is the Hermite polynomial of degree pi. This product is called a 
Fourier-Hermite polynomial of degree n based on (qi >. Then for a 
c.o.n.s.{q,} of L2( Rd), K,, is spanned by the Fourier-Hermite polynomials 
of degree n based on {vi}. Note that for a Bore1 set A with finite Lebesgue 
measureJ,dW(u)=(x, l.).Thus,forf~L~(R~), (x,f)=jRdf(u)dW(u). 
In the Hida theory, functionals in L2(.Y*(Rd)) are studied by means of 
a transformation to a space of functionals on 9’(W”). Once this transforma- 
tion is made, the resulting functional has a very nice form which allows us 
to work in C,“=, 0 &! t2(( Rd)n). 
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DEFINITION 1. The S-transform on L2(Y*(Rd)) is defined by 
where cp E L2(9*(Rd)) and c E Y. 
The image of the S-transform is a space of functionals on 9 and is 
topologized so as to make S a Hilbert space isomorphism, see [5]. Just as 
in the one-dimensional case, when restricted to K,, the S-transform has a 
particularly simple form. 
THEOREM 2 (Integral representation theorem). Suppose cp E K,, is of the 
form 
d4=J-Rd,"f(u,.-.9 U,)dW(Ul,X)...dW(U,,X), 
with fE~*((Rd)"). Then 
Remark. The proof is essentially that of the one-dimensional case found 
in [S] for the transformation Y. 
Generalized Wiener functionals arise in the following way. For a E Iw, let 
HOr(Rnd) be the Sobolev space of order a over IFP’, i.e., Ha(Rnd) = 
{f EY*(lRfld): fRad(l + IAl*)” I(Ff)(A)l* dA< co}, B being the Fourier 
transform. This is a Hilbert space with dual H--a(~nd). 
Define Kr) to be the elements of K, which are n-tuple Wiener integrals 
of functions in fi(nd+ 1U*([Wnd). Here fi(nd+ l)l*([Wnd) = H(nd+ l)l*(Rnd) n 
L2((iRd)n). We then have 
K;’ C K,, t K;-“’ 
I I I 
@fi(nd+l)/*((Wnd) + fii*(@d)n) c &jfi-(nd+l)/*(Rnd) 
and K!-“’ is defined as the space of generalized n-tuple Wiener integrals of 
elements in EieCnd+ 1)‘2(lR”d). More precisely, for cp = I,(f ), f E L2((Rd)n), 
define Illcplll = Cfi) Ilf II A Cd+,vzCR”dj and let Ki-“) be the completion of K, - 
with respect to II/ .jlI. We will write formally that for cp E K!-“‘, 
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wheref E&- (nd+ 1,/2(R”d). K;-“) can be viewed as the dual of Kr’ with the 
pairing ( ., ): For q E K!,“’ represented by f E fiCnd+ ‘)j2( Rnd) and + E KL-“’ 
represented by g E fi -(Pz~+ I)/‘( IWEd), ($, cp ) = n! (g, f ). 
EXAMPLE 1. For H,(x, a’)= (l/n!)( -c2)“exp(x’/2a2)D; exp( -x’/20’) 
and A=(&,& ,..., E)E[W~,, consider (~~=n!H,,[(l/~~)(x, lCt,t+dC), l/gd], 
n > 2, which is in K,. In fact, q4 is the multiple Wiener integral of ( l/(cd)“) 
1 [t,t+&l) ... l[t,t+d[(u where [t, t+A[ = {xElRd+; tcx<t+A}. 
Since Gn (l/~~) 1 Ct,tiAC + on 6, in fi-(“d+1)‘2 (Rnd) as 6 ‘0, lim,,, (pd is 
in KL-“’ and is represented by @Jn 6,. In particular, for n = 1, 
lim e-0 WdK4 1 Ct,l+AC) =Zl(S,) is in Ki-“. 
Define (L2)f=C~Eo@K~) and (L2)-=~,“=,@K~-“‘, where Ki”’ is 
the real number system. Thus we have 
(L2)’ c L*(Y*) c (L2)-. 
CL? + is called the space of test functionals and (~5~)~ is called the space 
of generalized functionals. For q = C,“=. qn in (L*)- and $ = C,“=, I,$, in 
(L*)‘, (rp, $) =C,“=o (cp,, Ic/,). We can see that the S-transform extends 
to (L2)-. 
In the Hida theory {B(t), t E W> := { 6,; t E R} is viewed as a coordinate 
system in Y* so as to take time into account. Derivatives are then taken 
with respect to this coordinate system. This idea can be carried over to 
higher dimensions. 
DEFINITION 2. Let U be the S-transform of cp E (L*)-. Suppose the first 
variation of U at r is given by 
If U’( ‘, t) is an S-transform, then c?*(P is defined to be the generalized 
Wiener functional with S-transform U’( ., t), i.e., 
s(a,cp)(e) = vt, t). 
The adjoint ~3: of 8, is defined by (a:$, cp) = (II/, a,cp), $E(L*)-, 
cp E (~5~)‘. Thus 8, is a linear operator whose domain is not all of (L*)-. 
The following, however, can easily be shown. 
THEOREM 3. (A) For q~p=j~~~~~f(u~, . . . . u,)dW(~,)~~.dW(u,) in K!,“‘, 
a,q=n s (Wd)“-,f(c Ul, ..*9 Y-1 )dW(U,)~~~dW(U,-,). 
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(B) For cp = j~Rdj”f(~l, ,,,, u,) dW(u,) . . . dW(u,) in Ki-“‘, 
a:rp=j(Rd)“+l @,mh . . ..u.+,)dW(u,)...dW(u,+,). 
Here, 6 indicates symmetric tensor product. Consequently, 
(1) a,: K!,“)+ Kr::) and 8:: KAY-“)+ K;yl+‘) and, 
(2) for cp = C,“=. qn in (L21p, 
sw4m = f s(a:d(5) = 5 50) wit) = 50) he). 
?I=0 PI=0 
DEFINITION 3. Suppose q(z) E (L2)-, z E [a, bid, and it is true that 
(1) For every II/ in (L2)+, z + (q(z), II/) is measurable and 
integrable, and 
(2) ti -+ jCa,b3d GPW, +> dT is a continuous linear functional 
on (~5~)‘. 
Then jCa,b,d q(t) dz is defined as the element of (L2)- such that 
v(z) & ti > =f (cp(t), ti> 4 Cu. bid Ca.bld 
where @E (L2)+. 
One can similarly define jCCa,b3dJ” cp(tl, t,, . . . . t,) dt, dt2.. . dt,. These are 
just integrals of the Pettis type [3]. It is easy to show that if 
jCa,b,d ll&)llZ dt < a, then j[&,d dz) dz exists and 
2 ~(7) dr 
CapbId II - 
6 (b-4d[La,b,d IIdM~ dt. 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose that cp(f)=jcRdrf(f, u,, . . . . u,) dW(u,)--.dW(u,), 
wherefis in L’(([a, bldx (I@)“). The proof of existence of jCa,b,da:cp(t) dt 
and the calculation of its value goes as follows: 
and 
f Cn.bld (n+ I)! Il&@f(t)ll2 dt. 
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jexp( -27ci(AI, . . . . = s 2,) .t) ~Lf(~)W,+,, ...? L!+# dA. f&l”+ll (1 + Iqz)m+l)d+l)/Z 
= 1 I~‘(f(t)N&+ 17 *-*v &d+d)12 & Rd(n+l) (1 + ~~~2)m+l)d+1)/2 
d const x s Is(f(t))(h, .“> LJ12 &(Rd)’ (1 + 1,1*)‘“d+1)‘2 
= const x IIcp(t)llY . 
Thus, 
s CadId Il~,6.0~)ll”_ dt < cc 
and .fCa,b, d ~7: q(t) dt exists. Furthermore, we have that 
= s Ca.bld s(a:cp(t))(t) dt = j[a,bld r(t) S(cp(t))(S) dt 
= s (Rd)“+l 1 [a,b]“ @)fft, ul) ‘.‘> U,)5(f)5(ul)...5(Un)dt~1...~“- 
Letting h(u, , . . . . u, + 1 ) be the symmetrization of lCo,b,d (u,)f(u,, ..,, u,,+~), 
we then have that 
[a, bid 
sta: v(t))(5) dt 
=s j(od)“+,h(u,,....u,+~)~W(u,)...~W(u.+,)](5). [ 
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Hence, 
s Cdl* 
3. STocmsnc INTEGRALS 0F PROCESSES wlTH 
MULTIDIMENSIONAL TIME PARAMETER 
Let < be the partial ordering on rW$ where (x1, . . . . xd) < (vl, . . . . yd) if 
and only if xi < yi; 1 < i < d. Assume { W(t, 0); t E R”, } is a Wiener process 
on a probability space (Q,9, P) and denote by $$ the o-field generated by 
{ W(t); t c a}. 
Let T= [a, b] c WY and consider the Wiener process { W(t); q;, t E Td}. 
Cairoli [l] defined the following Ito-type stochastic integral for d= 2 
which extends to any d> 2. Assume cp(t, w) satisfies the following condi- 
tions: 
(1) cp(t, o) is a bimeasurable function of (t, o) with respect to 
9 @0 F, where ‘9 denotes the a-field of Bore1 sets in Td. 
(2) For each t E Td, q(t, w) is q-measurable. In this case cp is said to 
be non-anticipating. 
(3) j-T1 J%$(t, 0) dt < a. 
First suppose that cp is simple, i.e., cp(t, o) = q,(w), t E A,, u = 1,2, . . . . k, 
and cp = 0 elsewhere, and that A, are disjoint rectangles A, = 
nyz1 [a:, by[ c Td. Then the Ito integral of cp is 
I Td cp(4 0) dW(t, w) := c q,(w) A, w(w), u 
where for a rectangle A = nf= 1 [ai, bi[, AW(o) = C, (- l)@)W(t, o), the 
sum being taken over the 2d vertices {t; ti = ai or bi} and n(t) is the 
number of hi’s in t. The definition of jTd(P(f)dW(f) is then extended to 
non-simple cp by a standard completion argument. 
Wong and Zakai [13] have defined a second type of stochastic integral 
which we will now describe. Both of these are necessary to represent 
elements of L2(Y*(W2)). 
For (s, t), (u, U)E T2 we will use (s, t) v (u, u) to denote (max{s, u}, 
max{u, t}). Let G = {(z, z’) E T2 x T2; z and z’ are unordered}. Suppose 
that +(w, z, z’) is a function defined on Sz x T2 x T2 satisfying 
(1) +(w, z, z’) is jointly measurable with respect to 9 8 Y @ ‘9. 
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(2) For each z, z’ E T’, the function $(w, z, z’) is measurable with 
respect to S$ v =,. 
(3) EjTb T2 $*(z, z’) dz dz’ < 0~. 
Assume that I&W, z, z’) is simple: t&o, z, z’) = CL(W) for z E A, and z’ E A, 
and zero elsewhere. For n = 1, 2, . . . . partition T into segments of length 
(b - a)/2” and let P, be the partition induced on T*, with partition points 
{z&L’1, and let Aii=[~ij,~i+l,,+L[. For A,W= W(z,+,,,+,)- 
W(Zi+ 1.j) + W(Z,) - W(Zi,j+ 11% define 
2”- I 
G(vQ) = 1 W,, zkm) L& zkm) A, WA,, w. 
i,j= 1 
k,m=l 
It is shown in [13], that I;($) converges in L*(Q) as n + co. The integral 
is then defined to be this limit: 
$(z, z’) dW(z) dW(z’) := lim in q.m. I;($). 
n-co 
Note that if A, x A, c G, then I*($) = ad, WA, W. The definition can now 
be extended to all functions satisfying the above conditions by approxi- 
mating with linear combinations of simple functions. 
4. STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS USING THE HIDA THEORY 
For a non-anticipating process ~(t, x), t E [a, b] c R\ and x E Y*(R), 
such that E ji f q(t)j’ dt < co, the Ito integral li cp( f, x) dB(t, x) with respect 
to the Brownian motion B(t, x) = (x, 1 Lo,,C) is defined, and Kubo and 
Takenaka [9] have shown that 
jbq+,x)dB(r,x)=jb&$r)dt. 
II u 
The result is also true for d-dimensional time, where B(t, x) is replaced with 
the Wiener process W(t, x) = (x, 1 Co,tC), t E W”, and XE Y*(Wd). The 
integral on the right, however, may exist whether or not cp is non-anticipat- 
ing. 
THIBREM 4. Suppose q(t) is a stochastic process on L’(.Y*) such that 




d j[o,bjd la&(~) a,cp(t’)l dz df’ < co, then 
exists and El I-~,blda:cp(2)dt12=Ejc~,b,dl(P(~)t2dZ+ f 
‘$o,b~2 j-[a,b12 a,,P(r) a,V(r’) dt dr’. 
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Remark. The proof of this theorem for the one-dimensional case can be 
found in [ll] and it requires no change for higher dimensions. 
THEOREM 5. Zf rp(t, x), z E rW”, XE Y*(rWd), d> 1 is a nonanticipating 
process such that E j [a,bld Iv(d* dt < 00, then 
where the integral on the left is the d-dimensional Ito integral. 
Note. Since cp(z) is nonanticipating, E fCn,b32 fCn,b,2 a,,cp(t) a,cp(t’) 
dz dz’ = 0 and we have that JCo,s,d i3: q(t) dz exists. 
The proof of this theorem for d = 1 hinges on being able to write a multi- 
ple Wiener integral as an iterated stochastic integral. This, of course, 
cannot be done in general for higher dimensions because < is not a linear 
ordering. We do, however, have the following 
LEMMA 1. Let g(u1, u27--3 U”,l) = lC(a,...,a)“n+,C”(U1,..., U,)fhI,l~ 
Ul , ..*, II,), where f E L*(( [a, bid)“’ ‘) and g is the symmetrization of g. Then 
xdH’(u,)-..dW(u,) dW(u,+,). 1 
ProoJ Because of the cumbersome notation we prove the lemma only 
for d = 2. By [6] we may assume that 
f(u Ulr...,U”)=lA,+,xA,x...xA,(UII+l,U1,...,Un), n+l, 
where the Ai’s are disjoint rectangles in [a, b]*. Let 
D=((x,y);(x,y)~Ca,bl'andx~y} 
Di= [Ci-1, ci[, i = 1, . . . . 2” - 1, where ci = a + i(b - a)/2”, 
Ei = [ci, bl, i = 1, . . . . 2” - 1. 
Then lim, _ m I:“_:1 lD,XE,= l,, and since 
1 [(a,a),(S,t),“uxl~ Ylh “‘3 (x,9 Yn)) 
=l,(xl,s)..* l&m s) lD(Yl9 t) ... l,(Ym t), 
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we have that, pointwise and in L’([a, !I]‘)“’ *, g((x,, yl), . . . . (x,, y,), (s, t)) 
is thelimitofCi ,,._.. in,,,......, ,C~~=ll,,~,.p(,~P,~)ln,~x~,~(YP~f)llA,(~1~~~l)... 
1‘4 n+,(~, t) or 
c [lb (D,, x D,J n At(Xk9 Yk) 1 1 (6, x E,,) n n (Q, x E,,) n A,+, (s, t). 11, .._, in k=l 
il. . . ..A 
For sets A and B, A < B indicates that for any x in A, x < y for every y in 
B. Note that (DikxDjJnAk< (Ei, x Ej,)n .-. n (E,xEjn)n A,,, for 
k = 1, . . . . n. Therefore, we can see that 
g(u,, . . . . u,, r) = lim c fd4*(U1)...ldf(Un) lA*+,(Un+J1 
2, ‘...‘Zz”+, 
where zik is the lower left-hand corner of AZ*, all the rectangles 
A zi,, . . . . 
with the above conditions. Then 
and the multiple Weiner integral 
s L(u 1, ..., %+I)~wul)~~-~W(%) C(GQ),u”+lC” 
1 




is measurable with respect to 9( W(u,+ 1)) and in L*( [a, 6]* x Y*). We 
then have the iterated stochastic integral 
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We now have that the result holds for functions of the form h and thus 
sums of such functions. By taking limits, we get the general result. 
Proof of Theorem 5. By the Wiener-It0 decomposition of L’(Y*( I?‘)), 
it suffices to assume that cp(r) is a multiple Wiener integral. Let T= [a, bid 
and suppose 
Since cp(z) is nonanticipating, 
q(z) = J f (z; Ill) ***, u,) dW(u,) . . . dW(u,). 
C(a,...,a),rC” 
Let g(u,, . . . . u,, 7) = 1 C(a, .__, o),rCa (u,, . . . . u,)f(z, ul, . . . . u,). Then 
= s ml > ***, u,, 2) dW(u,) . ..dIV(u.) dW(z) (T)“+’ 
= (n + 1) I, [ jL(4-a) rC” O,, . . . . u,, 2) dfJ’(u,) . . . dWu,J 1 dWT). 
But for u1 < r, . . . . u, < r, 





(wherepis the symmetrization off in the variables ul, . . . . u,). 
Therefore, 
J: a,*cp(r) dz = jT [fr(a,,,,,a, rLnf(t, ~1, .a.> u,) dWu,) dWu,) 1 dWr) 
= 
f cp(z) dWz). Cu,bl’+ 
We will next consider the integral defined by Wong and Zakai [13]. 
This integral requires measurability with respect to F= v zI for z, z’ E [a, b]*. 
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We show that it also can be expressed in the white noise setting. We first, 
however, consider the existence of jC,Ca b,2j2 8zS~,*(p(z, z’) dz dz’, where 
cp(z, z’) may not be measurable with respedt to Fz v z,. 
THEOREM 6. Let T= [a, b12 and cp(z, z’) be a stochastic process such 
ST3 that ST9 E Iq(z, z’)I’ dz dz’ < co, E lavcp(z,z’) (a,,dz, v) + a,,cp(v, z) + 
azcp(v, z’) + a=(p(z’, v))l dv dz dz’ < co, and Jr4 E 18u8,cp(z, z’) 8,8,,cp(u, v)l 
du dv dz dz’ < 00. Then ST2 a,*.a: cp(z, z’) dz dz’ exists and 
T2EeP( T z z’)I’ + qo(z, z’) mz)) dz dz’ 
+ jT3 aavcpt Z, zw4dz, V) + a,4b, Z) 
+ a&‘, Z’) + a#(Z’, V))] dv dZ dz’ 
+ j, Ea,a,d Z, Z’) azazr(p(U, V) h & dz dz’. 
Remark. The idea for this proof is the same as for the one-dimensional 
case [ 111 but there are more cases to consider. 
THEOREM 7. Given a jointly measurable function cp(x, z, z’) on 
Y*(rW’) x [a, b]* x [a, b-J2 such that 
(1) For each pair z, z’, cp(x, z, z’) is measurable with respect to %Z v ZI 
(2) EjCa,b32 SCa,b12 402@, z’) dz dz’ < *, 
it follows that 
s s a$a,* l&Z, Z') Cp(Z, Z') dZ dZ' Cdl2 Cdl2 
= [ j[a,b,'x [a.b,2] 
cp(z, z’) dW(z) dW(z’). 
Here G = { (z, z’) E [a, b]’ x [a, b] 2 such that z and z’ are unordered} and 
[S Csb,2x co,b32] denotes the Wong and Zakai integral. 
LEMMA 2. Let T= [a, b12. For f e L2(T”+2), let 
g(u, 9 . ..T u,, z, z') = 1 [(&a),z" z'[" (Ul, ..*, 42) 1, (z, z')f(z, z', Ul, ..*, %I). 
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Then, 
s f . *f g(u,, ...) u,, z, z’) dW(u,) * ** dW(u,) &v(z) dW(z’) T  T  
Jn+2)(n+1) 
2 au1 3 ***, u,, z, z’) C(a,n),z ” Z’C” 
x dW(u,) . ..dW(u.) 
> 
dW(z) dW(z’). 
Proof: As in Lemma 1 we may assume that 
f( z, z’, Ul, ...? u,) = lA,+2xA”+,xA,x . ..A” (z, z’, Ul, ..a, u,), 
where the Ai’s are disjoint rectangles in [a, b]*. 
Note that G=G,uG2, where G,={((s,t),(s,,t,))ls<s, and t>tI} 
and G*=(((s,~), (s~,~~))~s>s~ and tct,}. Let D={(x,s)Ix<s} and 
D’= ((x,s)~x>s}. Then 
and 
lG,((~~ t), (SIT t1))= l,(& $1) l,,(t, t,) 
l&’ f), @I, t1)) = l,.(s, s1) l,(t, t1). 
Let P,= {ci> be the partition of [a, b] in segments of length (b -a)/24, 
Di= [CT-I, Ci], Ei= [ci, b], Ei= [u, c[[, SO that 
Thus 
683131/L-2 
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Substituting this formula into the definition of g, one sees that 
g(u, 3 ..., u,, z, z’) = lim C 13, 
il....,in+: 
‘I h)“‘ld*, (42) l&+,(Z) l&+L(z’)~ n 
where A,,, . . . . Az,n+2 are disjoint rectangles, A,,“+, xdzin+ cG, and Az,k-c 2 
A Z,*+, v 2,~+2 for k = 1, . . . . n. Consider 
Mu 1, . ..1 u?l, zt z’)= l,z,h)-~ ld,“hJ l&+,W fdz”+2w) 
with the above conditions. We obtain that 
s h(u ,, . ..) II,, z, z’) dW(u,) . ..dW(u.) C(a,a),z v Z’C” 
s 1 = T” l C(a,aLz ” Z’C” (u l’ 4J (n + 2)! 
xCld~(,,(U1)...ld~(~+,)(Z)1d,(~+2,(z’)dW(ul)~..dW(u,) 
n 
= I T”&l[c fd~,,)(U1)...fd.,,“,(U”) Ll,+,(4 ld,“+p’) 
. 7 
+I L~Jud- L.Jun) fd,“+,(z’) LIZ”+2 
7 
(z)] dW(h). . . dWu,) 
1 
=(n$! k~,~+,(z) 14,~+2(z’)+1d,n+,(z’) L,,+,(z)1 4, W-A,nW, 
which is measurable with respect to F( W(z v z’)) and in L*( T x TX Y*). 
We can then look at the Wong and Zakai integral: 
(n+2)(n+ l), 
2 
h(u 1,. .) II,, z, z') dW(u,) . ..dW(u.) 
[(a,a),z v Z’C” > 
x dW(z) dW(z’) 
1 =- 
2 D I( (1 T x T  d."+,(z) L."+,w)+ Ll,",,(Z') lA ",,W 4, W-A, w > 
x dW(z) dW(z’) 
=A,,w...A.~wA.~~,wA,+zw 
= h(u,, . . . . u,, z, z’) dW(u,)-+.dW(u,) dW(z) dW(z’). 
The Lemma now follows easily for g. 
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Proof of Theorem 7. Here again let T = [a, b12. Also, set 
[(a, a), z v z’[ = D. Assume 
Defining g(u,, . . . . u,, z, z’)= l,(ul, . . . . u,) l,(z, z’)f(z, z’, ul, . . . . II,), we 
obtain 
d,*.cY,* l,(z, z’) q(z, z’) dz dz’ 
= 
s 
T”+2 ~(Ul? *.*9 II,, z, z’) dW(u,) ..-dW(u,) dW(z) dW(z’) 
= (n + 2)(n + 1) 
2 g(u,, *.a> U”,z  z’) 
x dW(u,) .-.dW(u,) dW(z) dW(z’). 
Note that for ul, . . . . u, < z v z’, 
=(n+2;(n+l) 
LA% z’,Cf(z, z’, Ul, ***, u,) +m, z, Ul, . . . . UJI, 
where j\is the symmetrization off in the variables ul, . . . . u,. Thus we have 
a,*. a,* 1 G(z, z’) cp(z, z’) dz dz’ 
[j 10 1 = 1 G(Z, z’) - (f (z, z’, Ul, *a., &I) T x T  D” 2 
+f (z’, z, Ul, ...> u,)) dW(u,)...dW(u,) dW(z) dW(z’) 
> 
= [J 1 T x T  (l.@, ~7; (cp(z, z') +W, z)) dW) dWz') 
= cp(z, z’) dW(z) dW(z’). 
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4. A GENERALIZED ITO FORMULA FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL TIME 
In order to develop our generalized Ito formula, we will need to define 
the generalized Wiener functional F( W(s, t)), where F is a tempered dis- 
tribution. This is the analogue of the one-dimensional time case given by 
Kubo [8], Kuo [lo], and Russek [12]. We will use the Russek approach 
which generalizes straightforwardly to higher dimensions. 
Let H,, n b 0, denote the nth Hermite polynomial: H, = 1 and 
H,(x) = (yn - exp(x*/2) D” exp( -x2/2). 
n! 
For f~L*(l@) with L*-norm not zero, let Z(f) represent the Wiener 
integral off: The composition F(Z(f)) is defined by 
where 0 = Il.0 L2cRd) and a, = (F, H,(x/a) gOz(x)); gg2(x) denoting 
(JG a)-’ exp( -x*/(20’)). 
THEOREM 9. The series (*) is convergent in (L*)- and 
WW-)N5) = (F * gaz)( CL 5 > ). 
The proof of this theorem can be found in the Russek paper for d= 1, 
but the proof does not depend on the value of d. 
The Ito formula below is a generalization of that given by Cairoli and 
Walsh [2] and Wong and Zakai [13]. For FE Y(R), one recognizes the 
second integral in the formula as jCca, 02Jr(b,,62j, F”( W(z)) a(z) and we see 
the Cairoli-Walsh formula. The conditions that Wong and Zakai place on 
F to obtain their Ito formula ensure that F( W(z)) is a martingale on every 
increasing staircase. In this case only the first two integrals in the formula 
would remain and we also see their formula. 
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t))dt 
where G is the set of unordered pairs in 10, (b,, b2)]. 
Remark. We will derive our formula by considering the S-trans- 
formation. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that FEY*(R), O<a,<b,, andO<a,<b,. Then 
F(W(bl,b,))-F(W(bl,a,))-(F(W(al,b,)-F(W(al,a,)) 
= fb2 lb’ a&) F’( W(b,, r)) ds dr - lb2 ia’ L$,,F’( W(a,, r)) ds dr 
02 0 a2 0 
+;r”‘(b,F”(W(b 1y r))--alf”‘(Yal, r)))dr 
a2 
Proof 
W’(W,, W)--F(W(bl, aJ)- V’(W(al, U)-F(W(a,, a2))(5) 
= gb,bz * F(L 1,0,(bl,b2)j) - gb,q * F(t, l]O,(bi.az)]) 
- ka,b2 *FCC, 1 lO,h,b2)1) - gqo, * '((3 1 lO,(a1,a2)3)) 
= 
5 
b2; kb,r *F(t, l]o,,b,,,,1))dr 
02 
The lemma now follows by a simple computation. 
LEMMA 4. 
f”* fb’ a$,,) F’( W(b,, t)) a5 dt - lb2 ja’ a$,,) F’( W(a,, t)) a2 dt 
“2 0 a2 0 
a;.,,; F”‘( W(u, 1)) ds dt du 
+ j”’ fa’ j-“’ j-’ l& a$,“) F”( W(u, t)) dv duds dt 
‘12 0 “, 0 
+ jo; c’ %A F’( W(b,, t)) ds dt. 
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b2 bl I s “2 0 dt(s.,) F’( W(b,, t)) ds dt - jb2 j”’ iYE.*,, F’( W(a,, t)) d.s dt 02 0 
h a, 
= 
I s a;,,, CF’( Wb,, t)) - f”( Wa,, t))l ds dt R? 0 
b2 h 
+ s s a;,,) f”( Wb, , t)) ds dt. a2 0, 
Now, 
f); gut * F”‘(<, 1 ,o,(u,rjl > ds df 
> 
du 
t(s, t) t(u, u) gut * F”(t’, 1 lo,(u,t)l > du du ds dt. 
Proof of Theorem 10. By the lemmas, 
S(CF(Wh, b,))--F(Wh, ad)1 - CF(Wa,, U)-I;(Wq, adI 
+ j”’ j”’ t(s, t)gb,t * F’(t, l,O,(b,,t),) ds dt. 
02 01 




S(CI;(Wb,, U)-F(Wb,, ad)1 - CF(Va,, M)-F(WQ,, 41 




= 5th t) ;g,, * F”‘(5, l,o,(u,r),) 
+ j”’ jai jb’ jr lb, t) 5(u, 0)g,, *F”(5, 1 ,o,(u,,), > du du ds dt (1) 
02 0 a, 0 
+ j"' jb' as, t)g,, * F'<L l,o,(s,,), > ds dl 
01 "1 
+ j”’ j”’ j”’ 5(s, t) fgw * f’“‘<t, l,o,(u ,),) duhdt 
a2 01 s 
+ j"' I"' j"' j' 5(& t) au, u) g ut * F"(5, 1 lo,(u,t)~ > du du d dt. (2) 
02 a, s 0 
Observing that we can insert lG( (s, t), (u, u)) in integrals (1) and (2) above, 
we see that 
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+rs,y*ysb’j 5(s, t) S(u, 0) gut * f-“CL 1 lo,(u, r)] > do du ds dt 
which, because of 1, is 
x (as, t) au, 0) lG((h t), (4 VI) kT(s.,) ” (U,“) 
* F”([, 1 lO,((S.I)” (t&v))] )) dv du dsdt, 
which by symmetry in the variables v and t is 
x (5(% t) a% 0) lG((h t), (4 0)) iT(s,,) Y (U,“) 
* F”(5, l]O,((S,I)” (u,u))] ))dudvdsdt 
and the theorem follows. 
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